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Abstract
Here you should write the abstract, describing the goal of this study, the hypotheses made, and the main
conclusions.
The style to use is “Text”, i.e. Times New Roman 10 justified. Below you should add up to 5 keywords, using
the style “keywords”.
Please limit the size of the abstract to 400 words.
Keywords: Template, Conference, Style, Instruction, Digital Human Model.

1. Introduction

•
st

This template is proposed for the 1 International
symposium of digital human modeling, which will
be held in Lyon, France, June 14-16. Please follow
the instructions to write your full article which will
be published in the conference proceedings in an
electronic format. The papers can also be
downloaded from the conference website after the
conference.
The paper size should be within 4 and 8 pages.
The important dates are
• March 15, full draft version for being
reviewed by at least two reviewers
• April 15, feedback of review results
• April 30, final version to be included in the
proceeding
Please refer to the conference website for more
instructions: http://iea-dhm2011.univ-lyon1.fr/en
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SectionNoNum
for
section
Acknowledgement and References titles
Section for title 1
SubSection for title 2
Figure
FigureCaption
TableCaption
Abs_list for bulleted list

2.2. Tables and Figures
The paper may include tables, such as Table 1, or
figures (see Fig. 1). Note that no blank line is
needed before of after Table caption, Figure and
Figure caption.
Table 1: Example of a table. Table should be formatted
using the “Text” style. Table should be centered. Caption
should be typed above the table using the “TableCaption”
style.

Column 1
toto
tata

Line 1
Line 2

Column 2
1.8
2.3

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Section styles
Please use the appropriate predefined styles to
format your paper.
The main style is Text. In addition, the following
styles are defined:
• Article Title
• Authors
• Affiliation
• AbstractTitle
• Keywords

*Corresponding author. Email: xxx@zzz.fr

However, add one blank line after Tables.
Y

X

Figure 1: Example of a Figure. Avoid floating figures.
Figures should be centered. Figure captions should be
typed below the figure using the “FigureCaption” style.
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2.3. Citations and references
Citations should be referred to in the References
section (“Text” style), using author’s first name and
year into brackets (Trucmuch and Starschmutz
2056). In case of more than two authors, use the “et
al.” contraction (Tartempion et al. 1999). Multiple
citations should be separated by semi-coma “;”
(Trucmuch and Starschmutz 2056; Tartempion et
al. 1999).
3. Results
In this section you should present the results.
4. Discussion
And here they should be discussed.
5. Conclusion
Please conclude with a brief paragraph highlighting
the main results and achievements of this study.
Acknowledgement (style SectionNoNum)
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